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180MC

Digital Audiences 1: 
Copyright and Gift Economy

Activity: stand up for your case

Where are you in the continuum?
Stand up and arrange yourselves in a line 

All-powerful 
media

All-powerful 
viewers
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Reception Studies

‘We must get away from the habit 
of thinking in terms of what the 
media do to people and substitute 
for it the idea of what people do 
with the media’. (Halloran, 1970)

BCCC (Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies)
Creation and interpretation of texts, or encoding and 

decoding are “linked but distinctive moments - production, 
circulation, distribution/consumption, reproduction” (Hall 

1980, 128)

David Morley (1980) The Nationwide 
Audience

Identified three key positions within media 
audiences

• Dominant (or ‘hegemonic’) reading
• Negotiated reading
• Oppositional (or ‘counter-hegemonic’) reading

“The meaning of the text will be constructed 
differently according to the knowledge 
(prejudices, resistances etc.) brought to bear by 
the reader.” (Morley, 1980: 19)
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Active audiences

• Readings “are socially contingent practices”
(Corner 1983, 267-8) 

• Audiences are diversified by class, race, gender, 
sexuality, etc.

• “Audience” is not an absolute concept, because it 
cannot exist outside a communication situation—
audience is a construct derived from the context

• Speaker, audience, text, context construct each 
other. Communication always entails 
fictionalisation and interpretation

Activity: stand up for your case

Where are you now? If you changed 
your position, can you explain why?

All-powerful 
media

All-powerful 
viewers

passive audience active audience
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• Audience 
• Active audience

• Affective audience (fans)
• Producing audience (prosumers)

Levels of Engagement

Fan culture: 
the adoring 
audience

Particular mode of reception
Interpretive community

Conditions of cultural production
Alternative social community 

Viewer activism
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Fan:  from the Latin “devoted”

• Close affective engagement with a text 
is a valuable anti-bourgeois, popular 
mode of expression (Bourdieu)

• Textual appropriation affirms agency 

Textual poachers “trespass upon others’
property; they grab it and hold on to it; they 

internalize its meanings and remake these 
borrowed terms” (Jenkins 1992: 62)

Textual Poachers

Audiences “move across 
lands belonging to 
someone else, like nomads 
poaching their way across 
fields they did not write, 
despoiling the wealth of 
Egypt to enjoy it 
themselves”
(De Certeau 1990) 
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In defense of fans

“Get a life!” Transformative workers are badly 
socialised loners

• Fans constitute a highly socialised community 
spanning disparate national and social groups, 
bonding through and by digital communication 
media. 

• Fans are active participants to story-making, and 
thus become culturally more skilled and astute 

Interpretive communities: 
Passionate Criticism

Organized fandom is, perhaps first and 
foremost, an institution of theory and criticism, 
a semistructured space where competing 
interpretations and evaluations of common 
texts are proposed, debated, and negotiated 
and where readers speculate about the nature 
of the mass media and their own relationship to 
it. (Jenkins 1992: 86)
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Missed the Saturday Dance by 
Zoetrope 

http://opendoors.transformativeworks.org/mtsd/

Buffy Vs Edward by J.McIntosh
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZwM3GvaTRM

Supernatural at the Movies by Ash 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtcxK9N7Brc

Cultural 
production: 
fan works
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In defense of fan works

Fan works are somehow inferior because 
"derivative"  and "unoriginal"

Fan works are valuable and creative, if we 
consider less narrow criteria than that of 
"originality"—the complexity of the craft 
involved, the coherent structure and 
development of the text itself, the 
relevance of its message

Alternative social community
Viewer activism

• Critique of textual categories of 
“quality” and “originality”

• Active stance on text and prosumption 
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Media convergence and the shifting 
balance of power

The process of convergence reconfigures 
how media and audiences relate to each 
other

What is convergence? 
– “The flow of content across multiple media 

platforms,

– The cooperation between multiple media 
industries, and 

– The migratory behavior of media audiences”
(Jenkins 2006: 2)

Hyperdiegesis: 
“the creation of a vast and detailed narrative 
space, only a fraction of which is ever directly 
seen or encountered within the text” (Hills 
2002: 137)

Overflow: 
“The tendency for media producers to construct 
a lifestyle experience around a core text, using 
the Internet to extend audience engagement 
and encourage a two-way interaction” (Brooker 
and Jermyn 2002: 323)

http://www.pottermore.com/
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“Cult works were once discovered; now they are being 
consciously produced, designed to provoke fan 

interactions” (Jenkins 2006: 145)

• Layered, overdiegetic texts appealing to different levels 
of audience engagement  

– “Strategic support for a delimited realm of fan creativity”
(Murray 2004: 11)

• Producers occupy previously ‘fan reserved spaces’
– Pottermore 
– Fandom, Inc.

Prosumers for Pottermore
“Pottermore will be built in 
part by you the reader – the 
digital generation will be able 
to enjoy a  safe, unique online 
reading experience built 
around the Harry Potter 
books”

“Fans of any age can share, 
participate, discover the 

stories—and it also will be 
the exclusive place to 

purchase…”
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FanLib: Coloring Within the Lines

“FanLib was a commercially driven fan fiction 
archive and the first large scale attempt to 
commercialize fan fiction. Moreover, it was an 
archive that did not arise from within the media 
fandom community but instead was a venture 
capital project that advertized itself to media 
corporations while requiring fans to “color within 
the lines” (that’s a quote!) all the while not 
offering any legal protection.” (Busse, K. 2009) 
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180MC

Digital Audiences 1: 
Copyright and Gift Economy

Recap

• Audiences:
– Active
– Affective

• Digital audiences, prosumption, 
convergence

NEXT: copyright and gift economy
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The Copyrighted Work of Art in the 
Age of Digital Reproduction

• Original vs. appropriative text
• Individual vs. collective ownership
• Authorial agency vs. co-creation and repurposing
• Creative genius vs. cultural craft

Are these concepts still hegemonic or indeed relevant 
in the digital age? 

Transformative works are creative works about characters or settings 

created by fans of [a media text], rather than by the original creators. 

Transformative works include but are not limited to fanfiction, real 

person fiction, fan vids, and graphics. A transformative use is one that, 

in the words of the U.S. Supreme Court, "adds something new, with a 

further purpose or different character, altering the [source] with new 

expression, meaning, or message." 

(OTW glossary http://transformativeworks.org/glossary/13#term441 accessed March 22, 2010)
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Affordable mass printing: 
enclosing and privatising text

• State controls printing for censorship 
• State awards printing trade monopoly 
• Printers own printing presses AND TEXTS

Authors do not own “text” –
they sell the actual, material 
manuscript as a commodity

1709: Statute of Anne
first copyright act
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Copyright law today: 
originality and individual authorship

• Distributors hold 
copyright in mainstream 
media

• Legal separation between 
producers and consumers: 
content flows down, 
money up

It won’t work anymore!

• Modern art is essentially appropriative
• Creativity means capturing and 

repurposing previous text
• Prosumers dissolve author/audience 

boundaries
• From "passive" individual use to "active" 

transformative cultural practice 

and it’s not so simple anyway…
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“Text” or Text?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jA7FVHkS4to&feature=related

Rival goods

• Commodities are rival goods

• Digitally reproducible, non material artifacts are non-rival goods

Non-rival goodsNon-rival goods
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http://140.247.102.177/potlatch/images/97670005.jpg

Mauss, M. (1924) The Gift

Gift economy
• network of relationships and obligations 

vs. flow of currency

• Examples of gift systems: academic 
research, wikipedia, open source 
software, blood giving 
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BUT!

• Money affords anonymity and freedom, because value 
is in the objects exchanged.  With gifts, the value is in 
the network, the giving, and reputation/being known 
and admired  grab for power and cultural capital

• Beware of naïve equation of gift with 
generosity: Mauss gives examples of 
competitive, adversarial, destructive gift 
systems

Open Questions on Gift Economy

• Are "free gifts" possible? 
• Is it possible to have a “pure” gift 

economy in a late capitalistic context? 
• Is a gift economy scalable (does it work 

on a large scale?)
• Is gift economy logic affordable?
• How can people support themselves 

within a gift economy?
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Brief

• Choose a specific prosumer community, 
and analyse their cultural practices of 
textual production and circulation in the 
digital world.

• Make sure you apply the concepts 
discussed today to understand the legal 
and economic factors shaping the 
cultural practices you are investigating.


